Insul-Tote® Insulated Travel Totes
Take a mountain hike, a tropical vacation, or just go to the grocery store... if you depend on temperature-sensitive medication, Insul-Tote® travel totes will give you the flexibility to go where you want to go. Available in five
sizes, choose the tote that fits your lifestyle — the Pen-Tote or Hip Pack for the most discretion, or the Top and
Back-Opening Totes or expanded Ultimate Tote to hold many supplies for added convenience in portability.
Key Features/Benefits
•• Ergonomic design for easy access to supplies
•• Comes with gel pack to keep your medication cool for hours
•• Made in USA

Pen-Tote - for shorter outings and the most discreet travel
•• Contents: One Pen-Tote and 3oz. gel pack
•• Size: 7in x 4in x 1in (17.8cm x 10.2cm x 2.5cm)
•• PN/REF: IT500PTD

Hip-Pack- waist pack with adjustable strap for convenient hands-free carrying
•• Contents: One Hip-Pack Tote and 5oz. gel pack
•• Size: 6in x 4.5in x 3in (15.2cm x 11.4cm x 7.6cm)
•• PN/REF: IT500JR

Top-Opening - bag style with shoulder strap for easy carrying
•• Contents: One Top-Opening Tote and 9oz. gel pack
•• Size: 7in x 7in x 3in (17.8cm x 17.8cm x 7.6cm)
•• PN/REF: IT500T

Back-Opening - opens out flat for quick viewing of stored items
•• Contents: One Back-OpeningTote and 9oz. gel pack
•• Size: 7in x 7in x 3in (17.8cm x 17.8cm x 7.6cm)
•• PN/REF: IT500B

Ultimate-Tote– wider in size with extra pockets for more storage. Opens out
flat for quick viewing of stored items.
•• Contents: One Ultimate-Tote and 9oz. gel pack
•• Size: 7in x 7in x 4in (17.8cm x 17.8cm x 10.2cm)
•• PN/REF: IT500U
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